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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The respiratory system is one of the major components of the human body, with the
primary and very important function of gas exchange to supply oxygen to the blood [1].
It consists of two respiratory tracts: 1) the upper tract including the nose, nasal cavities,
sinuses, pharynx and the part of the larynx above the vocal folds, and 2) the lower tract
including the lower part of the larynx, the trachea, bronchi, bronchioles and the lung,
as shown in Fig. 1.1.1 [2]. The upper track also works for pronunciation: generating
sounds and speech. Inflammation, bacterial infection or viral infection of the respiratory
tracts can lead to respiratory diseases [3, 4]. Illnesses caused by inflammation include
chronic conditions such as asthma, cystic fibrosis and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD), etc. Acute conditions, caused by either bacterial or viral infection, can affect
either the upper or lower respiratory tract like pneumonia, influenza, and the COVID-19.
As reported, respiratory disease affects one in five people and it is the third biggest cause
of death in England1.

Because the nature and location of the underlying irritant of various diseases in the res-
piratory system are quite different, leading to audibly distinct changes, sounds have been
used for centuries by doctors as diagnostic signals. For example, auscultation of the lung
is an important examination to distinguish normal respiratory sounds from abnormal ones
like crackles, wheezes, and pleural rub to make correct diagnosis [5]. However, training
respiratory physicians who expert in auscultation is costly in both time and money. More-
over, to be diagnosed, patients need to go to the hospital or clinical venues, which raises
more clinical expense and increases the risk of virus exposure.

Thanks to the advance of smartphones, the high-quality built-in microphones provide a
unique opportunity to achieve sound-based automatic respiratory health diagnosis and

1https://www.england.nhs.uk/ourwork/clinical-policy/respiratory-disease/
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Figure 1.1.1: Anatomy of respiratory system.

monitoring at home. For instance, ResApp, an app founded in 2014 in Australia, is able
to figure out sleep apnoea by using overnight breathing and snoring sounds recorded on
a smartphone placed on the bedside table2. Another timely example is the recently pro-
posed cough-based COVID-19 screening technique, which can detect the novel Coronavirus
infections from cough recordings. Compared to clinical [6, 7], biological [8, 9], and wearable-
based [10] diagnosis protocols, smartphone-enabled audio-based health diagnosis is more
affordable, contactless, easy-to-use, and scalable to the whole population.

In the meantime, audio signal processing and machine learning algorithms behind such
applications hold the key to accurate diagnosis and have been gaining great attention
from researchers for a long time. Numerous acoustic models that identify non-linguistic
states (e.g., emotions, health status) and traits (e.g., age, gender) have been proposed [11].
Temporal especially prosodic features including pitch, duration, intensity, the harmonics-
to-noise ratio (HNR), jitter, and shimmer are widely used to detect unhealthy sounds.
Besides, spectral features from log Mel spectrogram are devised and show promising per-
formance in a series of relevant applications [12, 13, 14, 15]. Predicting techniques have
been developed from traditional classifiers with hand-crafted acoustic features to end-to-
end deep learning models based on raw audio waves or spectrogram for more promising
results [16, 17]. More details are elaborated further in Chapter 2.

To summarise, an automatic diagnosis research pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 1.1.2, which
consists of three general stages: 1) Data collection and pre-processing (in yellow): sounds
with other meta or demographic information need to be recorded from patients and healthy
controls. After that, de-noising normalisation, segmentation, and other audio signal pro-

2https://www.resapphealth.com.au/obstructive-sleep-apnoea/
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Figure 1.1.2: Sound-based machine learning research pipeline for health diagnosis.

cessing steps will be conducted as the pre-processing. 2) Experiment setting up and model
training (in green): data will be split into training/testing sets, and acoustic feature-based
classifiers or end-to-end deep neural models will be developed and optimised based on the
training set. 3) Model evaluation and deployment (in blue): the developed model will be
evaluated on the held testing data and will be future packaged into a tool like an app for
real deployment.

However, exploring machine learning for respiratory disease detection imposes unique chal-
lenges for computer scientists:

1. Insufficient and imbalanced labelled respiratory sound data. Although it
is not difficult to collect audio data, disease and other meta information are more
intractable to be massively obtained due to the clinical diagnosis expense, user privacy
and ethic issues. Hence, labelled data are usually scarce with much fewer illness
samples collected compared to the healthy controls. Consequently, such insufficiency
and imbalance characters sophisticate the deep neural network optimisation.

2. Finding helpful and fusing heterogeneous modalities for respiratory dis-
eases. Various types of audio sounds can be exploited for respiratory diseases, such
as breathing, cough, and speech. However, the best sound type is unclear and need to
be explored. For instance, existing studies of audio-based COVID-19 detection focus
on cough while others on voice data or breathing. While a fusion of varied modal-
ities might improve. Moreover, other modalities like symptoms and demographic
information may also help, thus an effective fusion approach is required.

3. Reliability and risk management for respiratory disease prediction. As is
known, any incorrect automatic diagnosis without any warning from an automatic
model will raise the massive clinical cost. However, most if not all of the current
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deep models are very sensitive to the data through which they are trained and tested.
To address this issue and to develop reliable and trustworthy models for respiratory
illness prediction, two questions should be seriously answered before any model being
deployed in the real: 1) Does the model have any bias or perform fairly across all
subgroups? 2) How confident the model is for each prediction? For the first question,
confounding factors of the studied disease and used data must be figured out for a fair
evaluation and causal explanation. For the second question, in addition to predicting
a probability of a respiratory problem, the confidence, or in another word, uncertainty
needs to be precisely estimated, so that doctors can be included timely in the loop
for a more reliable outcome.

All these unsolved problems motivate me to investigate variants of existing techniques and
develop some novel techniques in the audio domain for respiratory disease detection. To
support my study, the main data to exploit is the one collected from our COVID-19 Sounds
Project3, which consists of crowd-sourced audios, demographics, onset symptoms, medical
history and other health statuses. Clinically validated data are continual under collection
through our collaborators, and the proposed system is likely to be tested in the real. There
are also several public respiratory sound data sets like Virufy [18] and ICBHI [19], which
are summarised in Table 1.2.1 and will be utilised in my research.

1.2 Research Statement

Inspired by the great potential of audio for respiratory disease prediction, the main ob-
jective of my thesis is the exploration and development of audio-based data-efficient, high-
performance, and risk-aware automatic diagnosis systems, in order to achieve ubiquitous,
affordable, portable daily respiratory disease pre-screening, diagnosis, monitoring through
mobile-phones. Specifically, the following directions will be the main tasks in my research to
specifically tackle the aforementioned three research challenges in sound-based respiratory
disease detection.

Developing data-efficient acoustic models for COVID-19 and other respiratory
condition prediction.

1. Firstly, to solve the imbalance issues of the labelled audio recordings, I have validated
the effectiveness of applying ensemble learning [20] in the COVID-19 prediction task.
Ensembles can yield better results when there is significant diversity among the
models trained from different data or with various structures. For implementation,
I proposed a data sampling approach to generate balanced subsets to learn multiple
model units. The final prediction of each given input is defined as the majority voting
of all predictions across all units. (More discussion can refer to Chapter 3).

2. Albeit the limited well-labelled and high-quality data, there are a large amount of
unlabelled (or even out of domain) audio data that could be valuable and leveraged for

3https://www.covid-19-sounds.org/en/
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Table 1.2.1: Available respiratory disease audio data sets.

Name Modality Respiratory Conditions Labelling

COVID-19 Sounds
Cough, breathing,
speech, symptoms

COVID-19, asthma,
COPD, lung cancer, etc

Self-reported

Virufy [18] Cough COVID-19 Clinically validated

Pfizer4 Cough, sneezing Respiratory sickness BMAT annotation

Plos [14] Cough
pertussis, asthma, croup,
bronchiolotis

Self-reported

ICBHI [19]
Lung sounds,
breathing

COPD, lower and upper
respiratory tract infection

Clinically validated

COUGHVID [21] Cough
COVID-19, asthma,
COPD, lower and upper
respiratory tract infection

Expert annotation

respiratory disease detection. For these unlabelled data, my target is to explore self-
supervised learning (SSL) approach to learn salient representations for respiratory
disease. Despite varied SSL methods that have been proposed in the computer vision
domain to learn useful representations from unlabeled images and videos, as well as
emerging speech and sound-based SSL frameworks for speech-related tasks or sound
event recognition, to the best of my knowledge, there is no existing study to explore
SSL to take advantage of unlabelled audio data for respiratory conditions. In my
following study, I plan to devise an audio-specific self-supervised learning model as
the pre-trained model for COVID-19 prediction.

3. A data-efficient model should be excellent in generalisation. Herein, after exploring
the SSL technique in the COVID-19 detection problem, my next goal is to develop
non-task specific pre-training, from which the model can be easily adapted to any
downstream applications by a few epochs of fine-tuning. Data like ICBHI, Plos, and
COUGHVID with respiratory conditions including asthma, COPD, and other lung
infections will be exploited to test the performance and the generalisation ability of
the proposed pre-training approach.

Exploring multiply audio types and symptoms to boost COVID-19 detection
performance via multi-modal learning.

1. In the COVID-19 detection task, cough, breathing, and speech sounds all show great
promise [22, 23, 24]. Hence, in my preliminary study, I have proposed a model which
leveraged the deep features from those three modalities jointly to predict COVID-
19 (More discussion can refer to Chapter 3). I proved that by the simple feature
concatenation, the model can yield higher accuracy than using a single modality.
Yet, each audio modality can work independently and their contribution to the final
diagnosis might vary a lot. Therefore, I plan to implement several feature-level and
decision-level fusion strategies (See Chapter 2.1) to compare their performance in
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this task and further improve the prediction accuracy.

2. Based on the above findings, I will further extend the framework to include non-
audio features, e.g., symptoms. This can be more challenging as symptoms are
heterogeneous from audio and need to be well encoded before fusion. Compare to
recent works which extract acoustic features and obtain symptom embedding via two
model structures and fuse the predictions by majority voting [25, 26], my target is
to develop more explainable models by exploring attention mechanism to fill in the
blank: the fusion of deep-acoustic features and symptoms.

3. For a more user-friendly diagnosis tool, it is required that the detection is passive with
less user interaction involved. Inspired by this, I will propose the audio-based model
that leverages other modalities only in the training phase as supervised labels. To
achieve this, a multi-task learning strategy will be deployed with disease detection and
auxiliary task(s) to learn more representative features. As the non-audio information
is only utilised in the output side for training, the model purely requires audio as
input for deployment with closed performance compared to the multi-modality input
model.

Removing potential bias for experiments and incorporating uncertainty esti-
mation for real deployment.

1. Apart from overall performance comparison against the state-of-the-arts, for diagno-
sis decision-making, disease prediction models should be rigorously evaluated and be
transparent to any potential bias. Causal explanations are necessary to avoid using
any unfair features, which has yet gained sufficient attention in the machine learning
field. As in previous studies, many biases have been identified in the COVID-19
Sounds data like the uneven distribution of various languages and demographics. To
avoid biased performance, I target to establish a fair data selection and evaluation
protocol to guarantee the reliability of my research.

2. With ensemble learning, apart from dealing with the data imbalance issue, an es-
timation of uncertainty can be obtained from the model disagreement level among
multiple predictions of the subunits. For this aim, I plan to understand the capability
and limitations of the digital prediction model, by exploring varied uncertainty esti-
mation methods in respiratory disease prediction tasks (as discussed in Chapter 2.4).
The outcome of this research will be a more reliable prediction model for respiratory
disease detection, and thus might be more acceptable in real applications.

Revolving around respiratory health diagnosis, particularly the detection of COVID-19, the
above techniques will be developed during my PhD, consequently forming a reliable system
with the goal of ubiquitous, affordable, portable daily respiratory illness pre-screening,
diagnosis, monitoring from home.
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1.3 Report Structure

The motivation and research target of my thesis have been introduced in this chapter,
followed by an overview of existing related works with state-of-the-art techniques discussed
in Chapter 2. My first-year contribution is summarised in Chapter 3 with details provided
in the appendix (Uncertainty-Aware COVID-19 Detection from Imbalanced Sound Data).
In the final Chapter 4, I give my work plan for the following years with some research
milestones that I aim to achieve.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Acoustic Machine Learning for Health

Vocal behaviour analysis and audio signal processing have a long history, research findings
from which enable a variety of real applications ranging from automatic speech recognition
(ASR) and machine translation to emotion recognition and music synthesis [27, 16]. In
brief, vocal modelling can be divided into linguistics and acoustics. The former refers
to understanding the context of voice such as speech recognition tasks, while the latter
aims to identify non-linguistic states (e.g., emotions, health status) and traits (e.g., age,
gender) [11]. Acoustic modelling is closely relevant to my research. In the following
sections, the progress of acoustic modelling with some distinguished works will be discussed.

At the very beginning, temporal especially prosodic features including pitch, duration
and cross-zero-rate (CZR) were used. With the knowledge of sounds extended to the fre-
quency domain, harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR), jitter, shimmer, Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC) and other spectral features were proposed from the frequency view.
Through Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), a one-dimensional audio wave is converted into a
two-dimensional temporal-frequency array. The unique energy distribution in the spectro-
gram makes it the fingerprint of the audio. In the health domain, a lesion or inflammation
of the respiratory system might change the vocal behaviour, leading to different spectro-
gram characters. Fig. 2.1.1 represents an example of the comparison between a pneumonia
cough and an asthma cough, from which we can observe that the asthma cough has less
energy in 15KHz to 20KHz [28]. This intuitive difference allows distinguishing respiratory
diseases via spectrograms.

However, these differences in spectrograms cannot be simply and explicitly formulated by
rules as they are complex, subtle and in-explicit. To this end, a number of statistical
functions have been proposed to extract massive but low-dimensional representation from
spectrograms, such as the mean, peak, and percentiles of HNR, jitter, shimmer, and MFCC
across all frames of audio. OpenSmile [29], GeMAPS [30], and other tools were developed to
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Figure 2.1.1: Typical waveforms of cough sounds in (a) pneumonia and (b) asthma with
their frequency spectrograms shown respectively in (c) and (d).

automatically convert audios and generate features, speeding up the processing procedure.
With such representation, a classifier (e.g., decision tree, support vector machine) can
be fitted for sound classification and have shown great potential for disease prediction.
Pramono et al. exploited MFCC, CZR, crest factor, energy level, and other 10 spectral
features to predict pertussis, yielding 100% accuracy on the test data consisting of 10
pertusses and 11 non-pertussis audio recordings [14].

In more recent years, with more audio data collected, deep learning techniques, partic-
ularly convolutional neural networks for spectrograms, have witnessed great progress in
acoustic modelling [17]. Because deep learning can significantly enhance the sound repre-
sentation by capturing the complex relationship between the input audios and the output
labels compared to the aforementioned handcrafted features, neural networks usually yield
better performance in various audio applications [31, 32, 33] with a great promise shown
in the health domain [34]. Shi et al. devised CNN models to classify multiple lung sounds
including wheeze, squawk, stridor and crackle, reaching an accuracy over 95% [33, 35].
Later, Altan et al. proposed a deep belief network from the Hilbert–Huang Transform via
multi-channel lung sounds to diagnose COPD with the performance of 93.67%, 91%, and
96.33% for accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity, respectively [36]. Recently, with the out-
break of the Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic, great efforts and attention have
been gained to develop rapid, non-invasive, affordable COVID-19 screening approaches via
sounds by smartphones. The promise stems from the sense that COVID-19 is a lung infec-
tion disease and the respiratory sounds are very likely to be affected correspondingly. To
investigate this problem, research teams responded timely with projects including COVID-
19 Sounds from the University of Cambridge, Coswara by the Indian Institute of Science,
and Opensigma organised by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) set up.
A number of neural network structures like VGGish [22], ResNet [37, 38], and Trans-
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former [39] based on the spectrograms of breathing, cough, and speech have been explored,
yielding 80%-90% accuracy on the crowd-sourced or clinically-validated data.

In spite of these huge signs of progress, there are still many limitations in previous works:
1) Data collected for model training and valuation are small-scale, raising the doubt that
the deep models are heavily over-fitting and the testing data are not representative for a
realistic evaluation. Hence, data-efficient frameworks and holistic evaluation protocols are
under-explored. 2) It is not enough to inspect the model through the performance presenting
by numerical metrics. For a reliable deployment, understanding how models make decisions
and to what degree the model is confident in its prediction are crucial for health applications.
Yet, few works have been done in this direction. My research will target to fill in these gaps.

2.2 Techniques to Improve Audio Utilisation

The success of deep learning relies on leveraging massive data to fit numerous model
parameters for representative feature extraction. However, data collection and labelling
take enormous time, effort and money. Particularly, in the health domain, disease labels
are associated with a medical history and other personal information, inevitably raising
privacy concerns. Consequently, labelled data for health research are generally scarce.

2.2.1 Transfer learning for Audio Signals

Transfer learning provides the opportunities to learn from small data with the assumption
that some common knowledge can be shared from one domain with another. More specifi-
cally, if the training data in the target domain is scarce, transfer the alike knowledge from
the source domain with more data available is an effective way to boost model performance.
Transfer learning has been extensively studied in computer vision. Tan et al. [40] cate-
gorised it into four classes: 1) Instance-based methods, which utilise instances in source
domain by appropriate weight. 2) Mapping-based methods, which map instances from two
domains into a new data space with better similarity. 3) Network-based methods, which
reuse the partial of network pre-trained in the source domain. 4) Adversarial-based meth-
ods, which use adversarial technology to find transferable features that both suitable for
two domains. In the audio research field, finding a proper source domain such as a relevant
task or a similar data set is the key for a successful transferring.

In my study, I am interested in the network-based method, i.e., seeking some pre-training
models for audio classification so that some model parameters can be reused or fine-tuned
to the health domain with limited labelled data. Up to now, the largest labelled audio
data is AudioSet, a dataset of over 2 million human-labelled 10-second YouTube video
soundtracks, with labels taken from an ontology of more than 600 audio event classes [41].
AlexNet, VGG, Inception, and ResNet models were pre-trained on the data set by the
google research team with a large amount of computing resources [42], imposing the chance
to adapt the network to health problems. Hershey et al. [42] compared the performance of
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COVID-19 detection from coughs among a pre-trained VGG, a fine-tuned VGG and a fully-
trained VGG. They found that only by using the pre-trained VGG as a feature extractor,
good performance can be achieved, and after a few epochs of fine-tuning, the accuracy
can be further boosted. On the contrary, the fully-trained VGG is over-fitted: the high
performance on the training set cannot be generated to the testing set. This demonstrates
the promise of transfer learning when the data in the target domain is insufficient.

2.2.2 Self-supervised Learning for Audio Signals

However, a successful transfer learning still needs sufficient data in the source domain and
negative transfer is common due to the domain shifts [43]. Recently, a new machine learning
diagram, namely self-supervised learning, gains extensive attention due to its capability
of learning without external labels. The key idea behind this is to leverage the intrinsic
structure of the data to generate pseudo labels to pre-train the model through the defined
auxiliary task. This learning paradigm was studied in the computer vision domain firstly
and has been widely applied in many image applications [44].

An important application of self-supervised learning is data generation including both
image generation and video generation. Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) is com-
monly used in this direction due to its inherent structure. Variants such as DCGAN [45],
BiGAN [46], and SensoryGAN [47] were proposed for different types of data. Another idea
is to leverage GAN to learn representations while generation is just an auxiliary task. The
part of the input data will be masked and the model needs to fill in the blanks through
understanding the structure of the data. Inpating [48] is a classical example to recovery
the hidden pixels from images and BERT (bidirectional encoder representation from trans-
formers) is a famous pre-trained model to predict the missing words in sentences. Despite
the success of applying generation-based self-supervised learning in computer vision and
natural language processing, few works have been done in the field of audio and acoustics,
particularly for respiratory sounds. Approaches to mask the raw audio wave or mask the
spectrograms for effective audio representations needs to be further explored and validated.

The third branch of self-supervised learning is to exploit the structure that is intrinsic
in the data thereof to learn representations, with the principle that the instances within
the group are more similar to each other compared to the instances outside the group.
Contrastive learning is an approach to train a model based on such ideas, where positive
(very similar) and negative (relatively different) instance pairs will be generated from the
raw data and the model is trained by the positive/negative labels. SimCLR, proposed by
Chen et al. in 2020 [49], is a simple but effective dual-network to learn representation
through maximising the similarity of instances generated from the same raw picture with
various data augmentations (in other words, positive pairs). Each time, a pair of instances
will be fed into the model with two systematic branches, and the similarity between them
will be calculated to update the parameters of the model. Following SimCLR, Wu et al. [50]
adapted this ideas into machine translation, Nandan et al. [51] explored it in emotion
detection, and Wu et al. [52] validated its effectiveness in speech recognition. Yet, up to
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now, to the best of my knowledge, only one work [39], leveraged the contrastive learning
in cough audio data, and they pre-trained the model by only applying masking strategy to
generate positive/negative pairs on a very small data set. Sound-specific pair generation
and contrastive loss function for digital diagnosis purposes are under-explored.

Briefly, in my study, I target to find a technical combination of model-based transfer learn-
ing and sound-specific self-supervised learning to maximise the data utility for respiratory
health research.

2.3 Fusion of Audio Signals and Other Data for Di-

agnosis

Identify the proper modalities and efficiently fusing them are of great importance to im-
prove the diagnosis accuracy when developing machine learning models. In the following
section, I will reflect on existing works under this direction.

2.3.1 Identifying helpful modalities

For respiratory diagnosis in the clinical trial, it is common to see that doctors will collect
multiply types of signals, such as coughing sounds, breathing sounds, lung sounds, com-
puterised tomography (CT) scan, symptoms and medical history questionnaire to make
comprehensive evaluations and give reliable decisions [53]. For automatic diagnosis on
smartphones, apart from respiratory sounds and speech, I now reflect on a couple of modal-
ities that are easy to collect and are helpful for respiratory disease diagnosis.

As audio-based COVID-19 detection is widely studied recently, the discussions will mainly
rotate around it. As shown in existing studies, users’ self-reported symptoms are useful
to diagnose COVID-19, as some symptoms like the loss of smell&taste are unique for
COVID-19 compared to other respiratory diseases [23]. Han et al. [24, 25] fused audio-based
prediction and symptom-based prediction for the final decision, yielding better performance
compared to only by using audio or only using symptoms. Heart rate, number of daily steps
and time asleep, such activity signals collected from smartwatch were also proved useful
for COVID-19 monitoring [54]. A combination of sensor data and self-reported symptoms
showed an accuracy of over 80% through a simple logistic regression model [55]. Overall,
activity trackers from wearable, self-reported symptoms, electronic health record data,
as well as audios are promising modalities for COVID-19 and other respiratory disease
detection [56]. Yet, currently, most works focused on the validation of the effectiveness of
a single modality. My target is to adapt the advance of dynamic fusion developed in other
audio-based applications to the respiratory disease domain.
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2.3.2 Fusion techniques

Leveraging multiple modalities together can usually boost the model performance when
those modalities complement each other and are well fused [57]. In brief, multi-modal
fusion can be divided into two categories: decision-level fusion and feature-level fusion.

For decision-level fusion, models are trained separately for every single modality and the
final decision is a weighted/unweighted combination of the output of each model. Majority
voting and average voting are commonly used [24, 25]. This approach generally requires
every single modality can yield relatively good performance and hence, through voting, the
accuracy and robustness can be further boosted.

Feature-level fusion aims to leverage the potential of all modalities through an earlier data
interaction [58, 59, 60, 61]. Multi-signals can be treated as different channels of the input as
an input fusion. For example, in [32] where audio-based COVID-19 prediction is explored,
breathing audio and cough audio are transferred into spectrograms and are merged into
a 2-channel image, based on which CNN is applied to extract features. Another method
is to extract deep representations of different signals and take the concatenation of those
representations as a feature vector, which is fed into the final classification layers [22].
This approach allows different network strictures to obtain features from various signals,
which is more flexible than the input-level fusion. yet, all the above works fuse features for
instances following the same rule, but the importance of modalities might be different across
instances due to the signal quality and other issues. Compared to input concatenation and
feature concatenation, attention-based fusion is more adaptive, which exploits dynamic
interaction from multiple modalities [58, 59, 62, 60]. In [58], both acoustic features from
audios and linguistic features from texts are leveraged to predict users’ emotion, and these
two types of features are combined by the self-attention mechanism proposed for machine
translation [63]. To be more specific, the audio feature of the input instance is defined
as the query vector, to calculate the attention score with the linguistic feature, and vice
versa. After that, the acoustic and linguistic features are combined to the scores. Since
those features are different across users, the attention scores vary and dynamic fusion is
achieved. Such techniques will be further explored in my study based on respiratory sound
data.

2.4 Uncertainty Estimation and Application

Deep neural networks are state-of-the-art approaches for audio-based applications such as
emotion recognition, depression detection, and lung disease prediction [34]. As discussed
before, the key to their promise depends on their non-linear modelling capability which
makes the feature very expressive in capturing the complex relationship between the input
audio and the output prediction. However, in spite of the high accuracy of applying deep
learning for health, difficult diagnosis cases (e. g., out of training data distribution, noise,
sound distortion) are unavoidable, which makes irrational decisions or suggestions leading
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to serve healthcare consequence [64, 65]. In this respect, information about the reliability
of the automated diagnosis is essential to be integrated into diagnostic systems for better
risk management.

For the classification task, the Softmax probability at hand may indicate the confidence of
the prediction, but it tends to overestimate confidence and requires further calibration [66].
Only well-calibrated uncertainty would be very useful to tell to what degree the model is
certain about its prediction. In machine learning, there two types of uncertainties that
can be quantified separately given a probabilistic model [67]. Aleatoric certainty stems
from noise, perturbation, and bias in data. Noisy or unrepresentative data can introduce
variability in the input and output. Yet, to reduce this kind of uncertainty, instead of
improving the model, seeking multiple reliable data sources is more crucial. The other
type is known as epistemic uncertainty, which is caused by the incapability of the
model itself. A model that is under-fitted because of the lack of training data to constrain
the parameters or a model with improper network structure may raise high epistemic
uncertainty, which is reducible via adjusting the model or supplementing data. Those two
types of uncertainties are usually coupled and quantified together. Quantification methods
can be broadly classified into two categories.

2.4.1 Bayesian Methods

Bayesian methods explicitly define a combination of infinite plausible models according
to a learnable prior distribution estimated from the observed data. Given the observed
data set D = {y, x}, a conditional likelihood p(y|x, θ) tells how each model θ explains the
relation of input x and target y. With the posterior distribution p(θ|D), for a new test
data point x′, the predictive posterior distribution can be derived as,

p(y|x′) =

∫
p(y|x′, θ)p(θ|D)dθ, (2.1)

p(θ|D) =
p(y|x, θ)p(θ)∫
p(y|x, θ)p(θ)dθ

. (2.2)

p(y|x′) captures both epistemic and aleatory uncertainty. However, deep neural networks
usually have millions of parameters, making it intractable to compute the exact posterior
p(θ|D) and predictive p(y|x′). To this ends, a number of approximation approaches have
been proposed,

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC): Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) sampling was
the state-of-the-art uncertainty estimation approach when full gradients are computable
in a small model [68]. While in modern machine learning, stochastic gradients are more
commonly leveraged for backpropagation. Hence, stochastic gradient HMC (SGHMC) [69]
and stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics (SGLD) [70] were introduced as alternatives,
which sample from the posterior in the limit of infinitely small step sizes. However, this
makes the posterior estimation extremely slow and inefficient.
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Variational Inference: As discussed, getting the exact posterior p(θ|D) is computation-
ally intractable. The key idea of applying variational inference for uncertainty qualification
is to seek a predefined and easy-to-estimated distribution q(θ;w) parameterized by w to
approximate p(θ|D) [71]. Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) is exploited to minimise the
difference between p(θ|D) and q(θ;w). Graves [72] introduced Monte Carlo sampling and
Gaussian Posterior to optimise KLD. However, q(θ;w) contains the non-differentiable ele-
ments, which cannot be solved by sampling. To this end, Kingma and Welling [73] proposed
the reparameterization trick for training deep latent variable models. This improved the
generalisation and scability of variational inference for uncertainty qualification.

Monte Carlo Dropout (MCDrop): The above two methods, although can estimate
uncertainty, will raise additional and expensive computations. Considering that in modern
deep learning, Dropout is widely used to avoid over-fitting [74, 75], Gal et al. [76, 77]
leveraged variational distribution to view dropout in the forward phrase as approximate
Bayesian inference. To keep the model capability, Dropout is generally closed, however,
if it remains open, the predictive probability is calibrated through the randomly sampled
model weights, and thus can be treated as an estimation of uncertainty. More importantly,
involves minimum computational cost.

2.4.2 Ensemble Methods

Ensemble also named frequentist methods, do not specify a prior distribution over data.
Instead of learning infinite models, ensemble approaches only require a limited number of
models, which is computationally tractable [78]. Herein, uncertainty stems from how the
prediction is expected to change with different network structures or training data. An
ensemble consists of multiple models with the same network structure but trained from
different instances re-sampled from the dataset [79, 80]. One of the popular strategies is
bagging (a.k.a. bootstrapping), where ensemble members are trained on different bootstrap
samples of the original training set. Ensemble methods can capture both aleatoric and
epistemic uncertainty, with the predictive probability formulated by a uniformly-weighted
combination of the outputs from N units, denoted as,

p(y|x′) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

p(y|x′, θi). (2.3)

Through extensive experiments on synthetic and real-world data, Lakshminarayanan et al.
proved a simple ensemble can produce well-calibrated uncertainty estimates which are
as good or better than approximate Bayesian neural networks [81]. In addition, with the
estimated uncertainty, the model is able to detect out-of-data-distribution for more reliable
prediction [82]. Overall, the ensemble is a comprehensive, robust, and accurate method for
posterior inference, although obtaining a bootstrap ensemble of size N is computationally
intense as N times as training a single model.
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2.4.3 Uncertainty-aware Applications

In application wise, uncertainty qualification is crucial for automatic clinical decision mak-
ing to minimise the false prediction [67]. Informed with uncertainty, doctors can be involved
timely to handle the difficult cases, leading to a more reliable and safe system [83]. Several
works show that a well-calibrated uncertainty is helpful to identify the cases that the ma-
chine learning model that is unconfined, and the system performance can be further boosted
by referring to these cases to experts [84, 85, 86, 64]. For example, Leibig et al. [64] lever-
aged the MCDrop based Bayesian uncertainty measures for a deep convolutional neural
network in diagnosing diabetic retinopathy (RD) from fundus images. Experiments showed
that incorrect model predictions yielded higher uncertainty on average compared to the
true predictions. As such, by setting an uncertainty threshold to refer 20% of the data
for further inspection, diagnosis accuracy on the retained data can be improved to above
90% (87% before referring). Recently, Ghoshal et al. [87] investigated how Dropweights
based Bayesian Convolutional Neural Networks can estimate uncertainty COVID-19 from
chest X-rays. Similar conclusions have been observed with the RD diagnosis. This work
validated that the uncertainty in weight space captured by the posterior is incorporated
into the predictive uncertainty, giving the model a way to say “I don’t know”. However,
all the existing uncertainty-aware diagnosis works are image-based. The performance of
applying these approaches to audios for uncertainty-informed respiratory disease detection
is unclear and needs to further explore.

As a preparation, a couple of audio-based uncertainty estimation and understanding papers
for other applications have been reviewed. Wu et al. [88] applied ensemble approaches
in spoken language evaluation problem and the estimated uncertainty measured by the
variance of the predicted distributions were used for detecting outliers. Daubener et al. [89,
90] compared the acoustic uncertainty obtained by a Bayesian neural network, Monte Carlo
dropout, and a deep ensemble in the task of detecting adversarial examples for speech
recognition. Audio-specific attacks including adding noise, fusing music, implementing
perturbation, masking spectrogram were applied to inspect how the qualified uncertainty
is sensitive to these adversaries. All those works pave the way for the evaluation of audio-
based uncertainty estimation. In my study, these acoustic attacks will be adapted and new
disease-related attacks will be developed to validate the robustness of the system and the
effectiveness of the estimated uncertainty.

2.5 Trustworthy Deep Learning for Health

Despite the high performance, deep learning lacks explainability and transparency which
disable a proper understanding of how the model works, limiting its application in many
critical decision-making scenarios such as health care1. Building a trustworthy deep learn-
ing model requires resisting attacks, reporting uncertainty, and disclosing biases, which im-
posing extra challenges to the terminology, design choices, and evaluation strategies when

1https://aiforgood.itu.int/events/trustworthy-ai-bayesian-deep-learning/
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developing the model [91]. Uncertainty qualification has been discussed before, hence in
the following, I will mainly focus on developing unbiased deep learning for health diagnosis
models [92].

Demographics bias. A study investigated the gender and age bias in a smoking history
survey released in one of the largest biomedical data repositories, namely UK Biobank,
showing that self-reported health status distributed unevenly in different age and gender
subgroups and thus the data is not representative of the general population, raising the
doubts that studies based on this dataset reported biased results by underestimating the
demographic distribution [92]. Audio is the modality that is very sensitive to demographics,
with the evidence showing that a simple machine learning model can precisely predict age
and gender [93, 94]. As such, when leveraging audio for healthcare, the demographics
should be carefully controlled to avoid introducing bias to the model. Another way is to
develop models separately for each demographic subgroup. In [95], acoustic features were
analysed and compared within the female group and male group respectively for smoking
status evaluation. However, it is computationally expensive and poor in generalisation. In
my study, balancing and audio-specific de-biasing approaches will be explored.

Collection Bias. Commonly, the data used for the study are collected in a crowdsourced
manner [96]. This means data are collected through diverse spots, environments, peri-
ods and devices, increasing the variance and potential bias recorded by the audio. An
audio-based COVDI-19 detection work [26], Sharma et al. investigated the impact of data
splitting based on collecting place or time or randomly, showing a performance fluctuation
caused by label shift. This kind of performance bias can be even serious when audios
from patients are collected in hospitals while health controls are recorded at home, with
background sounds captured. Yet, other audio-based COVID-19 prediction works seldom
reflected on such impact [97].

There might be some other audio-specific biases such as language, accent, recording sam-
pling rate, etc., depending on the data used for a specific study. With the importance
of measuring the influence of potential confounding factors, removing all observed biases,
selecting data that are representative of the general population in mind, in my study, I
will carefully design the experiments and evaluations to report trustworthy and realistic
performance.
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Chapter 3

First Year Contributions

The recent outbreak of the novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) has caused hundreds of millions
of infections and millions of deaths worldwide. The rapid, contactless, inexpensive COVID-
19 screening method is in urgent need to help manage the pandemic. As the virus mainly
attacks the human respiratory system and rises symptoms including fever and cough which
are very likely to change the voice, an audio-based COVID-19 pre-screening approach
has been proposed and gained increasing attention [98]. From previous works, acoustic
feature analysis on small but real-world data has primarily validated the promise of this
idea [37, 22]. With more and more data collected and available for further study, great
interests are seen in exploring deep learning frameworks to achieve more accurate COVID-
19 screening results from sounds.

To classify sounds, audios are generally first converted into spectrograms, from which deep
features can be extracted through convolutional neural networks (CNN). Before COVID-
19, researchers have explored CNN in other audio-based disease detection studies. In [99],
a CNN model with an auto-encoder structure has been proposed to predict asthma cough
from health sounds. Another study also validated the promise of utilising CNN for Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) detection from respiratory sounds, yielding an
accuracy above 90%. These prior studies inspire a CNN-based deep method to distinguish
COVID-19 sounds.

Deep learning can achieve promising performance due to the superior feature representation
ability when there are sufficient data to fit the large-scale parameters of neural networks.
However, in the urgent pandemic era and for a prompt response, human sounds with
COVID-19 test results are not easy to collect. We launched an app in April 2020 to
crowdsourced data1. As of February 26th 2021, 68 324 data samples from 36 675 users have
been collected, but only less than 10% of the users provided COVID-19 test results, which
can be used as ground-truth in this study. Moreover, the data is imbalanced, with a small
proportion of COVID-19 positive users, which poses a great challenge for deep learning.

1https://www.covid-19-sounds.org/en/
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On the other hand, another important concern about the robustness of deep learning has
been raised. The deep model is sensitive to the input data and is usually overconfident with
its output probability. When deploying deep learning to healthcare, any wrong prediction
without warnings will cause detrimental costs. In other words, a digital diagnosis system
requires risk management, which is to report the confidence apart from the prediction. In
the field of machine learning, uncertainty estimation provides the opportunity to under-
stand a model’s confidence. Although for the classification problem, predicted probability
can be obtained from the softmax function, it is not a good indicator for confidence and
needs further calibration [66]. More advanced uncertainty estimation techniques need to
be explored in the study of audio-based COVID-19 screening.

Those aforementioned issues motivated me to develop a data-efficient and uncertainty-
aware deep learning model. As the first attempt, I adapted transfer learning to this prob-
lem by introducing a pre-trained VGGish model from the audio classification task. By
fine-tuning this model through the COVID-19 data, the learned features are more mean-
ingful compared to the learning model from random initialisation. Based on this, I then
proposed an ensemble learning framework to tackle the training data imbalance and uncer-
tainty estimation challenges, simultaneously. Briefly, when training deep learning models
for COVID-19 detection, several balanced training sets were generated from the imbalanced
data to learn multiple ensemble units. During inference, decisions were fused to maximise
data utilisation and improve generalisation ability. More importantly, disagreement across
the learned deep learning models was leveraged as a measure of uncertainty. With un-
certainty, predictions with low confidence can be identified and these samples could be
excluded from digital screening. The users who produced these samples could be asked to
repeat smartphone testing or referred to for different types of testing. As a consequence,
this method improves the system performance and patient safety at the same time [83].

I used the data collected from our COVID-19 sound app, with 330 COVID-19 positive
and 920 negative users after a quality check. Each sample consisted of breathing, cough
and voice three audio recordings. The basic deep learning unit is based on a multi-layer
CNN structure, named VGGish, using spectrograms of the three sounds as input. 10 units
are learned and aggregated into an ensemble model. Consequently, data are utilised more
effectively compared to traditional up-sampling and down-sampling approaches: an AUC
of 0.74 with a sensitivity of 0.68 and a specificity of 0.69 is achieved. Simultaneously, the
uncertainty is estimated from the disagreement across multiple units. It is shown that false
predictions often yield higher uncertainty, enabling us to suggest the users with certainty
higher than a threshold repeat the audio test on their phones or take clinical tests if digital
diagnosis still fails. This study paves the way for a more robust sound-based COVID-19
automated screening system. More details of this work can be found in the appendix.

A major part of my first year is to understand the audio-based health diagnosis field. Vast
literature overview and acoustic model re-productivity have deepened my understanding
and sharpened my skill towards this interdisciplinary subject, and lead to a clear picture of
my PhD thesis. The first year’s work initially explored developing a deep health diagnosis
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model from insufficient data and estimating uncertainty from ensembles, but there are
several limitations in algorithm design. In the following years, more extensive research will
be conducted.
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Chapter 4

Thesis Proposal

My research target is to pursue high-performance and reliable audio-based respiratory
disease detection systems that do not rely on large-scale labelled data sets. Corresponding
to the research statements discussed in Chapter 1, the following is a detailed planned
timetable that outlines the targets and milestones during my PhD.

1. Literature review and preliminary acoustic feature analysis: October 2020
- December 2021 (Completed)

• Understanding traditional and typical audio signal processing and acoustic fea-
ture extraction methods.

• Getting access to COVID-19 Sound project data and setting up data pre-
processing pipeline.

• Implementing preliminary COVID-19 feature analysis and developing acoustic
features based SVM classification model.

• Co-authoring a KDD paper submission for the above study (Paper accepted).

2. Early research on audio-based COVID-19 screening via deep neural net-
works: January 2021 - May 2021 (Completed)

• Reviewing and understanding deep acoustic model for the audio classification
task. Identifying a proper pre-trained state-of-the-art model for transfer learn-
ing.

• Uncover potential bias and confounding factors in the COVID-19 sound data and
preparing a balanced, high-quality, and well-controlled data set for experiments.

• Adapting the pre-trained model to solve the COVID-19 detection problem and
conducting in-depth result analysis (Co-author paper submitted).
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3. Uncertainty-Aware COVID-19 Detection from Imbalanced Sound Data:
March 2021 - April 2021 (Completed)

• Based on the previous study, an ensemble learning strategy has been explored
in this stage to utilise the COVID-19 data more efficiently and improve perfor-
mance.

• Different uncertainty estimation techniques have been implemented and com-
pared to achieve risk-management and doctor-in-the-loop diagnosis system.

• Summarizing the research findings to INTERSPEECH 2021 and submitting
an uncertainty-aware audio-based healthcare abstract paper to MobiUK 2021
(Papers accepted).

4. Self-supervised learning for robust audio-based for respiratory disease de-
tection: June 2021 - September 2021 (In progress)

• Surveying the latest semi-supervised and self-supervised algorithms to under-
stand their advantages.

• In particularly, implementing contrastive learning, the state-of-the-art self-surprised
learning approach, to pre-train a cough-based sound representation model, fol-
lowed by applying it COVID-19, asthma, COPD and other diseases.

• Evaluating the model performance and validating the superiority against fully
supervised learning with a small proportion of labelled data that are publicly
available. Submitting a paper to ICLR 2022.

5. Attention-wise multi-channel and multi-type sound fusion for COVID-19
diagnosis: October 2021 - February 2022

• Rotating around COVID-19 detection, reviewing signal fusion papers and se-
lecting helpful sound types for use.

• Implementing and comparing several fusion baseline models, from which inves-
tigating the limitation of existing methods.

• Devising new attention-based audio fusion models for more accurate health di-
agnosis, conducting experiments and preparing a paper submission.

6. Symptom and audio signal fusion for superior COVID-19 prediction: March
2022 - May 2022

• Based on previous research, extending the signal fusion to include symptoms to
further improve diagnostic accuracy.

• Comparing the results with/without external data like symptoms and demo-
graphics to explain the prediction.
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• Using symptoms and other data as supervised labels, which are only available
in the training phase to free users from reporting the information manually.

• Summarising findings and preparing a paper submission.

7. Potential industrial-research internship in the intelligent healthcare sys-
tem: June 2022 - September 2022

8. Audio-based uncertainty estimation towards automatic diagnosis risk man-
agement: October 2022 - April 2023

• Based on the previous ensemble learning framework in the COVID-19 study,
extending uncertainty research to various sound types to achieve uncertainty-
aware fusion.

• Investigating the method to disentangle model uncertainty and data uncertainty
for risk explanation.

• Building an automatic system with actions responding to different uncertainty
for a more robust diagnosis.

• Evaluating the system in the real deployment scenario and preparing to submit
a paper.

9. Thesis writing-up: May 2023 - September 2023
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Appendix A

Uncertainty-Aware COVID-19
Detection from Imbalanced Sound
Data

A.1 Introduction

Since the outbreak of the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in March 2020, over
100 million confirmed cases and 2 million deaths have been identified globally. Frequent
and massive screening with targeted interventions is of vital need to mitigate the epi-
demic [100, 101]. Currently, the most common screening tool for COVID-19 is the Reverse
Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR), which is limited by cost, time, and
resources [102, 103]. To fight against the virus, researchers’ effort has gone into exploring
machine learning for fast, contactless, and affordable COVID-19 detection from sounds
on smartphones [98]: COVID-19 is an infectious disease, and most infected people ex-
perience mild to moderate respiratory illness [104]. To validate the effectiveness of these
approaches, sound data are normally collected with self-reported COVID-19 testing results
or more trustworthy COVID-19 clinical testing codes.

Although recently great progress have been witnessed on cough [105, 106, 107, 22, 38]
and speech-based [37, 108, 109] COVID-19 detection, there are still unsolved issues which
hinder the rollout of this technology to the masses. First, the collected sound data are
generally imbalanced, with a small proportion of COVID-19 infected or tested positive
participants [38, 37, 106]. Such imbalance in training makes the classifier biased to the
majority class for a relatively small loss, but it does not mean distinguishable COVID-19
features can be learned from human sounds [110, 111]. This issue is even more detrimental
in deep learning as the data are limited and thus balancing solutions are insufficient [112].
In addition, even if machine learning can achieve high precision, difficult diagnosis cases
(e. g., out of training data distribution, noise, sound distortion) are unavoidable [64, 65]. In
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this respect, information about the reliability of the automated COVID-19 screening is a
key requirement to be integrated into diagnostic systems for better risk management. Yet,
none of the existing works on sound-based COVID-19 detection takes into consideration
the uncertainty in the machine learning prediction.

In this paper, we propose an ensemble learning-based framework to tackle the training data
imbalance and uncertainty estimation challenges, simultaneously. Briefly, when training
deep learning models for COVID-19 detection, a number of balanced training sets are
generated from the imbalanced data to learn multiple ensemble units. During inference,
decisions are fused to maximize data utilization and improve generalization ability. More
importantly, we make use of the disagreement across the learned deep learning models as
a measure of uncertainty. Softmax probability may indicate the confidence of the predic-
tion, but it tends to overestimate confidence and requires further calibration [66]. Instead,
disagreement from deep ensembles as the uncertainty estimation was proven to better rep-
resent the overall model confidence [81]. With uncertainty, predictions with low confidence
can be identified and these samples could be excluded from digital screening. The users
who produced these samples could be asked to repeat smartphone testing or referred on for
different types of testing. As a consequence, this method improves the system performance
and patient safety at the same time [83].

To help with this research, we launched a mobile app in April 2020 to crowdsource sound
data including breathing, cough, and speech with self-reported COVID-19 testing results1.
In conclusion, our contributions in this paper are summarised as follows,

• To handle the limited and imbalanced training data problem, we propose an deep
ensemble learning-based framework for COVID-19 sounds analysis, yielding higher
AUC and sensitivity compared to other balancing approaches.

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate the uncertainty of deep
learning for sound-based COVID-19 detection, leading to a more reliable and robust
automated diagnosis system.

• We perform experiments on our collected data with 469 tested positive and 1 526
healthy control samples, achieving an AUC of 0.74 against 0.62 from an SVM baseline.
With the estimated uncertainty, the AUC is further improved up to 0.85.

A.2 Related Works

In [105, 106, 22, 38, 113], respiratory sounds, especially coughs, have been analysed and de-
tectable features have been discovered from spectrograms to distinguish COVID-19 coughs
from healthy or other disease coughs. At the same time, researchers have exploited speech
signals [37, 108, 109, 114], which are more natural and informative. All those studies

1www.covid-19-sounds.org
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demonstrate the promise of detecting COVID-19 form sounds, in a non-invasive, inex-
pensive, and largely available manner. However, all the above works have suffered from
imbalanced data problem. For instance, 92 COVID-19 tested positive and 1079 healthy
subjects were included in [106, 115]. The imbalance was either dealt with down-sampling,
up-sampling or generally not yet tackled in the research [22, 24, 113, 38, 116]. How-
ever, down-sampling, by discarding samples from the majority class, results in an even
smaller size of training data and might lose important discriminative information, while
up-sampling, by repeating samples from minority class, might change the original distri-
bution of the data and lead to model overfitting. Moreover, although Synthetic Minority
Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) is a more advanced up-sampling method [117], it is
inherently dangerous as it violates the independence assumption and blindly generalizes
the minority area without regard to the majority class.

There has been a consensus in the literature that uncertainty estimation could be used to
aid automated clinical diagnosis, for example for clinical imaging analysis [64]. In terms
of COVID-19 diagnosis, one work has obtained uncertainty from CT images to achieve
interpretable COVID-19 detection [87]. Though softmax probability may indicate the con-
fidence of the prediction, to some extent, it only captures the relative probability that an
instance is from a particular class, compared to the other classes, instead of the overall
model confidence. Furthermore, it tends to overestimate confidence and thus requires fur-
ther calibration [66]. In general, Bayesian Convolutional Neural Network [118] and Monte
Carlo Dropout (MCDrop) [76] have been exploited to estimate uncertainty. However,
Bayesian estimation is computationally expensive, which is not an optimal solution for our
task with limited training data, while MCDrop, deployed in [87], keeps dropout on during
inference, reducing the model capacity and may leading to lower accuracy [81]. With evi-
dence suggesting that uncertainty from deep ensembles outperforms MCDrop [81, 119, 88],
this paper proposed the ensemble learning framework which tackles the data imbalance
and uncertainty estimation simultaneously within a unified framework.

A.3 Methodology

In this paper, we focus on developing an uncertainty-aware audio-based covid-19 prediction
model. In particular, the basic unit integrates information from three different sound types,
i. e., breathing, cough, and speech. Then, ensemble learning is exploited to handle the
highly unbalanced data. Furthermore, an uncertainty estimation can be obtained from the
ensemble framework. The proposed framework is illustrated in Figure A.3.1.

A.3.1 COVID-19 Detection Model

Three different modalities are adopted to develop the deep learning-based COVID-19 de-
tection model - the basic unit of ensemble learning. Following previous work [22], the CNN
model named Vggish [42] is applied and adapted as the feature extractor, which is trained
on a large-scale audio dataset for audio event classification. In particular, Mel-spectrums
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Figure A.3.1: Uncertainty-aware deep ensemble learning-based COVID-19 detection frame-
work. Balanced training sets are generated to train multiple CNN-based models, and
probabilities for a testing sample are fused to form the final decision. Simultaneously, the
disagreement level across these models as a measure of uncertainty is obtained and used
to indicate the reliability of digital diagnose.

are extracted from each modality and fed into Vggish, which yield a 128-dimensional em-
bedding for each 0.96-second audio segment. It is followed with average pooling along
the time-axis to obtain a fixed-sized feature vector from length-varying inputs. The fea-
ture vectors of three modalities are then concatenated as the combined features. Finally,
another two dense layers with a softmax function are utilized as a binary classifier, the
outputs of which can be interpreted as the probability of COVID-19 infection.

A.3.2 Ensemble Training and Inference

Many machine learning approaches struggle to deal with real-world health data because it
is common to have imbalanced datasets where the healthy users are a significant majority
of the whole set. This is also the case for COVID-19 sound-based detection, where the
users who tested positive are the minority class. To tackle this problem, as described in
Figure A.3.1, we generate a series of training bags {(X1, Y1), (X2, Y2), ..., (XN , YN)} with an
equal number of positive and healthy users by re-sampling from the majority healthy class,
where Xi denotes the input audio samples within the i-th bag and Yi are the corresponding
labels. Note that since some healthy users can be re-used, we can generate numerous bags.
Consequently, based on a fixed and shared validation set, we train N neural networks, as
introduced in Sec. A.3.1, via cross-entropy loss, independently. During inference, we pass
the testing sample x into the ensemble suite and obtain probability-based fusion [120] as
the final output, formulated as follows,

p(y) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

P (y = 1|x,Xi, Yi, θi), (A.1)

where P (y|x,Xi, Yi, θi) is the predicted softmax probability of i-th model. If p(y) is higher
than 0.5, the given testing sample will be predicted as COVID-19 positive.
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A.3.3 Uncertainty Estimation

No matter how good the deep learning model is, difficult cases to diagnose are unavoidable:
this could be due to many reasons, including very noisy samples. This highlights the
importance of uncertainty estimation for the digital screening. Considering the incapability
of softmax probability to capture model confidence, we define the disagreement level across
models within the ensemble suite as the measure of uncertainty. Uncertainty from deep
ensembles has also been shown to be more effective than other estimation approaches [81].
To be specific, we use the standard deviation across the N models as the measurement of
uncertainty as follows,

σ(y) =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(P (y = 1|x,Xi, Yi, θi)− µ)2, (A.2)

where µ is the averaged probability, as p(y) in Eq. (A.1).

If the uncertainty σ(y) is higher than a predefined threshold, it implies that the model is
confident enough with its prediction during digital pre-screening. Under this circumstance,
the system can first request a second or even more repeated audio testing on smartphones.
If the uncertainty is still high, this particular sample could be then referred for further
clinical or another testing. As a consequence, both system performance and patient safety
can be improved.

A.4 Evaluation

A.4.1 Dataset

Given the great potential of audio-based COVID-19 digital screening, we launched an app,
namely COVID-19 Sounds App, to crowdsource data for research. In the initial registra-
tion, users’ basic demographic and medical history information are required. Then, users
are guided to record and submit breathing, coughing, and short speech audios, together
with the latest coronavirus testing results and associated symptoms, if any, every other
day. As of February 26th 2021, 68 324 data samples from 36 675 users have been collected.

In this study, we focus on the group consisting of users who declared to have tested positive
and ones who declared they have tested negative and declared no symptoms: we call these
users “healthy”. To avoid any language confounders in the voice recordings, only English
speakers were retained. After a manual quality check, 330 positive users with 469 samples
and 688 healthy users with 1 526 samples were selected. Overall, 58% of the users are
male and more than 60% are aged between 20 to 49. Demographic and medical history
distributions are similar in the two classes. As for pre-processing, we resample all the
recordings to 16 kHz mono audios, and then we crop them by removing the silence period
at the beginning and the end of the recording as in [24]. Finally, audio normalisation is
applied to eliminate the discrepancy across recording devices.
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Table A.4.1: Basic statistics of COVID-19 sound data.

Positive Healthy

#Users #Samples #Users #Samples

Train 231 327 589+231 1376+405
Validation 33 44 33 56
Test 66 98 66 94

A.4.2 Experimental setup

To evaluate the proposed framework, for the positive group, we hold out 10% and 20% of
users as validation and testing sets, and then use the remaining data for training. Corre-
spondingly, we select the same of healthy users for validation and testing (see Table A.4.1).
Furthermore, to generate a balanced training set for each ensemble unit (Xi, Yi), 231 users
are randomly selected from 589 negative tested users. The number of hidden units of dense
layers in our model is set to 64 and 2, respectively. When training, our batch size is 1,
the learning rate is 0.0001 with a decay factor of 0.99 and we use cross-entropy loss and
Adam optimiser. Early stopping is applied on the validation set to avoid over-fitting. All
experiments are implemented in Python and TensorFlow. Feature extractor is initialled
by pre-trained VGGish model and then updated with the following dense layers jointly.

Moreover, baselines from the latest literature are conducted for performance comparison.
In addition to deep models, acoustic feature-driven SVM achieved state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in sound-based COVID-19 detection due to its effectiveness and robustness in small
data learning [22, 37, 24]. Therefore, we repeat the experiments in [24] by using the openS-
MILE toolkit to extract 384 acoustic features and SVM with linear kernel and complex
constant C = 0.01 as the classifier. For both SVM and deep models, to test the superior
performance of ensemble learning, we compare training one single model with all samples,
with balanced samples by down or up-sampling, against training N = 10 models in an en-
semble learning manner. For down-sampling balancing, we randomly discard some healthy
users, while for up-sampling, synthetic minority oversampling techniques (SMOTE) [117]
is performed to generate synthetic observations of the minority class. This is the most
commonly adopted technique for imbalanced data.

To justify the performance of the proposed framework for COVID-19 screening and diagno-
sis, we calculate the following metrics: Sensitivity , also named true positive rate or recall
defined by TP/(TP +FN), Specificity , also referred to as true negative rate formulated
by TN/(TN + FP ), and ROC-AUC , the area under receiver operating characteristics
curve. which measures the overall sensitivity and specificity at various probability thresh-
olds. Besides, for both the baseline and our proposed methods, the mean and standard
deviation of the aforementioned metrics across 10 runs are reported.
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Table A.4.2: Performance comparison with Mean(Std) for ROC-AUC, Sensitivity, and
Specificity reported for Single model (SM) and Ensemble model.

ROC-AUC Sensitivity Specificity

SM imbalanced data
SVM 0.60 0.54 0.57
CNN 0.69 0.15 0.98

SM down-sampling
SVM 0.60(0.03) 0.68(0.05) 0.45(0.05)
CNN 0.68(0.04) 0.62(0.04) 0.63(0.06)

SM up-sampling
SVM 0.62(0.02) 0.53(0.02) 0.63(0.02)
CNN 0.70(0.04) 0.52(0.02) 0.77(0.05)

Ensemble model
SVM 0.66(0.04) 0.63(0.05) 0.62(0.04)
CNN 0.74(0.03) 0.68(0.05) 0.69(0.06)

A.4.3 Results

Performance of Ensemble Learning

The overall comparison is presented in Table A.4.2. First, deep learning is more vulnerable
than the SVM model with imbalanced training data. When the CNN model achieves an
ROC-AUC of 0.69, against 0.60 of SVM, the sensitivity is very low because the model is
biased to the healthy class, and the very high specificity of 0.98 is practically meaningless.
Second, resampling can improve the performance, especially in terms of sensitivity for
both SVM and deep learning, since a balanced training set is guaranteed. Compared to
down-sampling, up-sampling performs better, as expected, because more data samples are
available for parameter learning. Third, ensembles can boost the performance of both
SVM and CNN. Last but not least, our CNN ensemble framework outperforms all the
baselines and achieves an AUC of 0.74 with a sensitivity and a specificity close to 0.7,
demonstrating the superiority of exploiting ensemble learning and deep CNN network for
COVID-19 detection from imbalanced data. In addition, the commonly used majority
voting fusion method [120] was also validated in comparison to our proposed probability-
based fusion: an AUC of 0.74 with a sensitivity of 0.62 and a specificity of 0.70 was
obtained. Given the same AUC but lower sensitivity, we confirm that probability-based
fusion is more promising.

To further inspect the ensemble suite, we visualise the ROC curves for each unit model in
Figure A.4.1 for comparison. All ROC curves are above chance level but the model variance
is not negligible. A plausible explanation is that we only have a small training dataset for
each unit. However, after probability-based fusion, the ROC curve is generally higher than
the other curves. All these demonstrate that ensembles can improve the robustness and
generation ability of machine learning models.

To conclude, by integrating multiple networks trained from different balanced data, our
proposed approach achieves state-of-the-art with the AUC of 0.74, the sensitivity of 0.68
and the specificity of 0.69 for COVID-19 detection.
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Figure A.4.1: ROC curves of COVID-19 detection, where the curve of each ensemble unit
model is shown separately. The ROC curve after probability-based fusion is shown in bold.

Estimation and Application of Uncertainty

By using the standard deviation (level of disagreement) across ensemble models as the
measure of uncertainty, we are able to understand the confidence of the predictions. We
illustrate the uncertainty distribution in Figure A.4.2(a). The density of high uncertainty
values for false prediction is significantly higher than that of true prediction, indicating that
our approach succeeds in identifying less confident predictions when making an incorrect
diagnosis.

Inspired by the findings, we set up thresholds to exclude some testing cases when the uncer-
tainty is higher than a given value. Results from our dataset are shown in Figure A.4.2(b),
from which we can find that when keeping only testing samples with an uncertainty lower
than 0.2, the AUC can be improved from 0.74 to 0.79, and when the threshold is 0.12,
the highest AUC value is reached at 0.85. Note that the drop on the left side of the curve
is caused by a small number of samples to calculate the metric. These results show that
studying predictive uncertainty and finding the optimal threshold can significantly improve
automatic digital prediction.

Referral for further testing can impose a range of costs which can vary from a cost-negligible
“repeat the audio test on your phone” to a clinician inspection or visit. In this respect,
we inspect the AUC on different factions of retained data with the uncertainty lower
than a certain threshold (assuming the samples above this threshold would be referred
on). Figure A.4.2(c) shows that the AUC climbs from 0.74 to 0.76 when 15% of the
samples with the highest uncertainty are excluded. When only remaining 25% data with
the lowest uncertainty, the AUC can increase to 0.85. This indicates that our measurement
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(a) Uncertainty of true and false predictions.

(b) Uncertainty threshold. (c) Remained fraction.

Figure A.4.2: Performance for uncertainty-aware referral.

for uncertainty is informative and helpful for a more robust automatic COVID-19 diagnosis
system.

A.5 Conclusions

In this work, a sound-based machine learning approach has been proposed to discriminate
COVID-19 cases from health controls. Ensemble learning has been explored to solve the
imbalanced training data challenge, yielding favorable performance gain on an in-the-wild
crowdsourced dataset. In addition, uncertainty has been measured via the disagreement
across ensembles, and thus enables confidence-informed digital diagnose. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to introduce uncertain-aware deep learning approach to
sound-based COVID-19 detection studies.

For future work, we plan to gain deeper understanding on the estimated uncertainty, ex-
ploring how each modality (breathing, cough, speech) contributes to the overall uncertainty.
Our data collection is still ongoing which will yield more data to train our framework for
further performance evaluation.
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